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**Background**: Medical, social, and professional assessment of patients and the development of a rehabilitation program based on that assessment are important issues in mental and behavioral disorders. However, insufficient consideration of the basic principles of medical and social expertise leads to inadequate planning and implementation into rehabilitation interventions.

**Aim**: To study the essence and understanding of the concept of "limitation of life" and "social isolation" in the practice of mental health care and rehabilitation.

**Materials and methods**: Theoretical analysis and synthesis of scientific sources regarding medical and social rehabilitation of the mentally ill, with disabilities and social isolation.

**Results**: The author expounds his view on the development of vital activity limitations and social isolation in psychiatric patients; and on different aspects of using these categories in the medical and social assistance and rehabilitation practice.

**Conclusion**: General trend inherent in both foreign and Ukrainian scientific publications was identified, it highlights the need to build medical and social assistance in accordance with the definition of disability and social isolation.

**Background**

In modern medical research on issues of medical and social assistance, in the context of determining vital activity limitations (VAL) and social isolation in psychiatric patients, attention is paid to the scientific analysis of these categories from the point of view of the disability of psychiatric patients. The results of this analysis (most of which are from expert medical-social commission (EMSC)) are used to develop measures to improve expert and rehabilitation assistance [1]. However, effective medical and social assistance to patients is only possible in the consideration of the principles of international approaches to the definition of VAL and SI evaluation in practice.

The researchers point out that scientific study of the problem of determining VAL and SI in the field of psychiatry is mostly theoretical. Thus, focusing of research on medical institutions or expert needs only leads to controversy between them and complexity of their practical use. Research on the study of disability indicators in terms of their impact on the development of VAL and SI are isolated [2, 3, 4] and mainly are EMSC's reporting, which, according to the organization and operation of specialized EMSC standard approved by the Ministry of Health of Ukraine, have to contain analysis of structure, dynamics, disability causes etc. The results of these studies correspond to the needs of the EMSC and are not suitable for correction of Individual Rehabilitation Program (IRP) for disabled persons in psychiatric institutions. Thus, according to the results of scientific studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], it is determined that there are separate comprehensive studies on disability indicators from the point of view of their influence on the formation of VAL and SI in psychiatric patients nowadays in Ukraine. There is no any systematic study of this problem in psychiatric or rehabilitation institutions or in EMSC. The studies are focused on expert or medical...
institutions, therefore their results can not be widely applied for the purpose of SI prevention.

Important problems in mental behavioral disorders are the medical, social and professional assessment of patients and the development of a rehab program [9]. However, insufficient consideration of the main principles of MSE leads to the planning and implementation of rehabilitation measures that are not always adequate to the patient’s needs. Patients’ rehabilitation is often reduced to fixing the patient’s problems, whereas their real solution is possible only when the definition of VAL and SI will be an integral part of the conclusion of EMSC and will be determined on the basis of sound methodological support [10]. It can be noted that one of the main tasks of EMSC is to increase social functioning (SF) level and quality of life in psychiatric patients. However, this task is not fully implemented.

The purpose of the research is to study the essence and understanding of the concept of «vital activity limitations» and «social isolation» in the practice of mental health care and rehabilitation.

Objectives of the study: to study the concept of «vital activity limitations» in psychiatric practice using the biopsychosocial approach.

Materials and methods of research

Domestic and foreign research in questions of medical and social rehabilitation of psychiatric patients with vital activity limitations and social isolation.

Methods of research: theoretical analysis and generalization of scientific sources on the studied issues.

Presentation of the main research material

In the world the study of the problem of VAL and SI are based on provisions of the modern VAL concept presented in International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) and concept of consequences of the illness [11, 12]. Accordingly, to ICF VAL is defined as a biopsychosocial category and is a «consequence or result of a complex relationship between the change in the health of the individual, personal and external factors that represent the conditions in which the individual lives». The ICF outlines and theoretically substantiates standardized approaches to the assessment of the effects of health changes, which are manifested by the restrictions of "activity" and "participation". The presence of a detailed list of individual spheres of life and a unified scale of violations in the ICF allows it to be used as a methodological tool for the study of VAL and SI. However, the use of ICF in the EMSC for some diseases has not yet been achieved in practice. In particular, there is a need to study and develop specific criteria for VAL and SI in mental disorders. The ICF, taking into account the social aspects of disability, does not consider disability only as a "medical" or "biological" dysfunction at the same time. Inclusion of contextual factors in the ICF, which also include environmental factors, allows you to record the impact of the environment on the functioning [10, 11, 12, 13].

It is known that the ICF complements the 10th revision of International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10) and contains information on diagnosis and state of health, but it is bypassing the human functional state. ICD-10 and ICF are the main classifications that are part of the WHO's international classifications. Functioning and disability are considered as a complex interconnected state of health of individuals and contextual factors of the environment, as well as personal factors. The ICF considers these aspects as integrative and dynamic rather than linear and statistical. Formulations of the ICF adopted a neutral position in relation to the etiology, it focuses on the function, not on condition or disease [11, 12]. Thus, the ICF takes into account the social aspects of disability and reveals the mechanism of influence of social and physical environment on human functioning. In the ICF, all medical and social conditions
are considered on an equal footing, regardless of the reasons they were caused. Such a neutral approach allowed to equalize mental illness with physical illness [11, 12]. The new language of the ICF has become a landmark event, which has led to a strengthening of rehabilitation positions within the medical community, changes in professional attitudes and relationships, and improved communication between patients and professionals in the field of medical, social, occupational and occupational rehabilitation [12].

Scientific research [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] has proved that the approach proposed in the ICF is an instrument for identifying and assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of rehabilitation services through a functional approach and orientation assessment interventions. In this way, the ICF is an international scientific tool for defining the concept of human activity and disability for clinical research, policy development in the field of state assistance to patients.

It should be noted that ICD-10 provides standard formulation and serves as a basis for describing health and related conditions. In turn, the ICF describes the functioning of three points of view: the body, personality and society and organizes information in two parts. The first is devoted to the functioning and disability, the second covers the related factors. The components of functioning and disability are subdivided into component organs: functions and anatomical structures. Problems in the organ, function, or structure are considered an impairment. The second component is the type of activity. In this case, the component of the activity is understood as the fulfilment of the task (actions) by individuals, and their participation in the activity is determined by assessing participation in life situations. Difficulties at the level of the person are marked as limitation of activity, and at the level of society - limitation of participation. The component of contextual factors is an independent and integral element of classification and is divided into environmental and personal factors. In this case, environmental factors impact the components of functioning and disability, and personal factors are not classified in the ICF. Consequently, the concept of the ICF makes it impossible to understand the concept of disability without consideration of environmental factors [14].

In accordance with international approaches in psychiatric practice in Ukraine, the issue of determining the presence of an impairments, VAL and its degree has become special. Separately, the SI is considered in the form of an assessment of social insufficiency and the formation of an expert opinion on this basis.

The medical and social and expert documentation indicates that the EMSC determines the level of life limitation (LLL), establishes the cause, time of occurrence, disability group, promotes effective measures for the prevention of disability, the rehabilitation of the disabled, and their adaptation to public life. Also, EMSC identifies the compensatory and adaptive capabilities of a person implementation of which will promote functional, psychological, social, vocational rehabilitation and adaptation of the disabled.

According to the legislative and regulatory framework in Ukraine, livelihood is defined as day-to-day activities that ensure the existence of a person, the existence of other members of society and society as a whole through learning, communication, orientation, movement, self-service, control over their behaviour, participation in work. It is indicated that livelihood represent the integration of physical, psychological and social functions of a person. In turn, VAL is the inability to perform daily activities in a way that is common to humans, which creates barriers in the social environment, places person in an awkward position in comparison with healthy people and manifests itself in a partial or complete loss of self-service, movement, orientation, communication, education, control over behaviour, as well as significant restrictions on the amount of available employment, decrease of qualifications and leads to social maladaptation [17].

Currently, in Ukraine, SI is viewed in accordance with international approaches [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] as a consequence of limiting the ability to move, orientation, self-service, control over behaviour, communication, work, learning. At the same time, specialists do not have the same
criteria for Ukraine for assessing SI and the determination of VAL in mental disorders [9, 16].

Thus, the results of scientific studies indicate lack of knowledge on the issues of defining the components of the medical criteria for VAL and SI in patients with mental disorders [17]. The medical documentation does not adequately cover the components of the medical criterion, and the conclusion about the SI is complicated by the lack of an algorithm for determining the indicators of the medical criteria for VAL. It is known that the clinical criteria of VAL include clinical and psychopathological symptoms, which creates a kind of closed circle of problems. On the one hand, it is a provocative factor, and on the other hand, it results from the deterioration of the mental state, which leads to the SI in society. The analysis of a medical criterion should be based, first of all, on a comprehensive study of the components that lead to VAL and SI. On the basis of this criterion, measures are being developed for medical rehabilitation.

In turn, the study of the social criterion of VAL shows insufficient coverage in the medical documentation and the complexity of the analysis of its indicators which are limiting livelihood, as well as the formation of the conclusion on the patient’s SI on their basis [17, 20]. This situation is due to the fact that the establishment of indicators SI is not systematically ensured, which leads to ignoring them in the experts’ conclusions [2]. The study of indicators of professional activity and professional criterion of VAL also indicates the complexity of the formation of the conclusion about their impact on the development of the SI on their basis [12, 20].

Approaches to assessing work status are based on international criteria for the definition of VAL [12]. However, according to scientific studies in Ukraine, the current situation in different. Theoretical developments and regulatory framework far outweighed the possibility of their implementation in medical and expert practice. The main reason of such a situation is the lack of methodological support and appropriate tools for the practical implementation of new technologies [4].

In the studies of foreign and domestic scientists, the definition of VAL and SI is considered as social diagnosis, which is understood as an analysis of social and living conditions of existence and environment, as well as the professional capabilities of the patient. The study of social factors in medical and social rehabilitation should include assessment of: family status; living conditions; financial position; social and personal adaptation of the person; dependence of the patient from other persons; ability to independent existence, independent living, including self-service, self-movement, orientation, communication, control of behavior [20].

When determining the SI, as a part of social diagnostics, the concept of socio-professional status is observed and includes assessment of the: level of education (general and vocational), main profession (specialty), qualifications, professional knowledge and skills, professional route, general work experience, professional stereotype, profession in which the person works at the time of the survey, conditions and organization of work, rationality of employment, as well as compliance with the psycho-physiological requirements of the main profession, health an individual [20].

Medical and social diagnostics are aimed at a comprehensive assessment of the medical, biological, psychological and social components, which makes it possible to judge the existence of sustainability and the degree of limitation of certain categories of vital activity and SI in the patient. The clinical doctrine of the prognosis of functioning in society and the performance of the patient in psychiatry develops on the general theoretical basis for all medicine. For example, the classification of the degree of disability is not based on the anatomical principle and not on the basis of the mechanical calculation of the percentage of disability, but on the basis of the actual ability to perform one or another work without harm to health. Thus, scientists determined that the basis of the medical and social conclusion is the clinical picture compared with the requirements of society, the conditions of life and profession to the mental functions of man.
Conclusion

Summarizing the aforementioned theoretical analysis and generalization of scientific sources, it can be noted that at present, there is a general tendency that is common to both foreign and Ukrainian scholars to study the problem of provision of medical care from the point of view of VAL and SI. Different aspects of this problem are considered, where in general the necessity of construction of the provision of medical and social help to psychiatric patients in the approach of defining VAL and SI is indicated.
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